Characterization of molecular recognition of STAT3 SH2 domain inhibitors through molecular simulation.
Signal transducer and activator of transcription 3 (STAT3) is an anti-cancer target protein due to its over-activation in tumor cells. The Tyr705-phosphorylated (pTyr) STAT3 binds to the pTyr-recognition site of its Src Homology 2 (SH2) domain of another STAT3 monomer to form a homo-dimer, which then causes cellular anti-apoptosis, proliferation, and tumor invasion. Recently, many STAT3 SH2 dimerization inhibitors have been discovered via both computational and experimental methods. To systematically assess their binding affinities and specificities, for eight representative inhibitors, we utilized molecular docking, molecular dynamics simulation, and ensuing energetic analysis to compare their binding characteristics. The inhibitors' binding free energies were calculated via MMPB(GB)SA, and the STAT3 SH2 binding "hot spots" were evaluated through binding energy decomposition and hydrogen bond (H-bond) distribution analysis. Several conclusions can be drawn: (1) the overall enthalpy-entropy compensation paradigm is preserved for the STAT3 SH2/ligand binding thermodynamics; (2) at one end of the binding spectrum, two compounds bind to SH2 due to their minimum entropic penalties that result from their relative rigidities and increased dynamics of SH2 upon their binding; at the other end of the binding spectrum, one compound shows a typical weak binder behavior due to its loose binding in the SH2's strongest enthalpy-contributing binding subsite; (3) hydrogen bonding seems a strong indicator to evaluate the SH2/ligand binding potency, which echoes a finding that CH/π non-classical H-bond is responsible for some pTyr peptides binding to their corresponding SH2 domains; (4) STAT3 SH2 domain possesses three binding "hot spots": pTyr705-binding pocket with polar residues and contributing the largest binding enthalpy (two-thirds); Leu706 subsite which is the most dynamic and hardest to target; a hydrophobic side pocket which is unique to STAT3 and very targetable, which may offer unique opportunity to design STAT3-specific inhibitors, particularly with fragment-based approach.